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SAbstract

The suggested mechanism of anomalous erosion of ACD channel walls with closed.
drift of electrons is a spatial periodical structure which occurs on the exit of the channel the
reason for it's formation is a spatial plasma structure, forming in the acceleration zone
along with the interaction of drifting electrons with accelerated ions in the crossed fields.

The mechanism allows to explain the nature of anomalous erosion and it's basic spatial
parameters: period, angles of inclination to the accelerator axis and to the direction of
electrons drifting.

Introduction

As the accelerator operation time increases the clear-cut erosive periodical spatial
structure forms on the dielectric walls of the ACD's discharge chamber, due to plasma flow.
The structure occurs in the vicinity of the discharge camera's cut on both cylindrical
surfaces, featuring the form of grooves on walls at a small angle (15...200) to the accelerator3 axis, with azimuth period - 1 mm. The depth of grooves comprises approximately 15 % of
total wear and their spatial period increases in the process of accelerator operation. Such
kind of erosion was called anomalous [1].

The existing theory of erosion of the ACD walls caused by ions flow [2], describing
dynamic alterations of dielectric surface in the period of time, eliminates the possibility of
structures formation by the dispersion of homogeneous substance.

The necessary conditions for realization of the known mechanism of surface relief
formation with ion bombardment are:

a) the availability of primordial relief;
b) the certain angle ratio between reliefs lugs and angle of ions incidence [3].
But even under these conditions there will be no periodicity in the arising relief and it's

lugs will be in the opposite direction to the ions flow.
In the work [1] the idea of active electrons participation in the process of dispersion of

dielectric was stated on the basis of commensurability of the structure period with Larmor
radius of electron.

Thus, it's possible to state the absence of any acceptable explanation of anomalous
erosion, the more it's mechanism.

Nomenclature

r, <p, z - cylindrical coordinates;
E, B - electric (z) and magnetic (r) fields;

, V, VO, V°e - rates of ions and electrons and their flows;
m,, m, - ion and electron masses;

e - charge;
c - velocity of light;

n,, n, - ions and electrons concentrations;
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0 - potential;
T7- temperature of electrons;
I - length of accelerating layer;

L - possible dimensions of magnetic field heterogeneity;, frequency and length of oscillation waves;
,- ions plasma frequency;

, Q, -plasma and Larmor frequencies of electrons;k, ko k- wave vector and it's coordinates;
S- angle of grooves inclinations to the accelerator axis'rL - Larmor radius of electron.

The mechanism of anomalous erosion
Let's consider the dynamics of non-collision homogeneous partially magnetized

plasma (electrons are magnetized, ions are not) in the discharge chamber's cut area with
crossed fields.

Under these conditions the system of equations describing the interaction of electronstakes the following form:

t at =; - v )= o; ,= -4re(n. - n); E = -v .

a- -+ , 
1v. (t) 5l )

The solution of the system () is found by method of perturbation, restricting only
with linear members in expansion of variables under small parameter, which depends on

coordinates and time, in the following form: exp{-i(ot - kp - kz)}.

In assumption, that ions comes through the accelerator zone with invariable rate V.o
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(2)
the last member in the rate of electrons defines drift because of heterogeneity
field. 

of magneticFrom the solution of non-stationary system (defining Vo
dispersion could be found [4] ay t nn ), the equation of
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(3)

For frequencies o << k Vo the form (3) is

o = kS+ C, ,

w trIc 0  C (k2~ o" 
(4)
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The build-up oscillations is possible if

V 3 0 ' (5)
1-< k, < 

(5)

i. e. for characteristic parameters in ACD , = 2,5-10 9 c-'; o= (3...5) 10' c-'
we have ( = 2x / k):

*min =0, 4 < < 3 = , mm. (6)

Thus the flow of electrons, drifting in the azimuth direction, under interaction withions makes oscillations in plasma zone of ACD accelerating, with spatial period - 1 mm.
Perturbations of electric field, due to k, >> k,, distribute mainly along accelerator

axis and group ions by their density with the same period, featuring erosive structure on thewalls of discharge chamber.

Comparison with experiment

The suggested mechanism of origin the spatial periodical structure in ACD plasma,even in linear approximation, allows to explain the following facts:
- the structure occurs near the discharge chamber cut area, where there are crossedelectric and magnetic fields;
- the period of structure - I mm (theory gives 0.4...3 mm);
- as the accelerator operation time increases, the spatial period can increase due to

change of the discharge chamber geometry and priority absorption of the small-scalestructures by larger ones (. = p~, P = 1, 2, 3, 4...).
Also it's possible to conclude:
- the formation of erosive structure appears due to ions dispersion, but electrons [1]- as the formation of the structure comes from the inner properties of plasma, theanomalous erosion must be always supervised and also at the starting moment ofaccelerator operation, and not after - 700 hours of operation [I].
Specially carried out experimental tests confirmed these conclusions. On the Fig. 1there is the view of discharge chamber wall after 120 hours of operation. The periodical

erosive structure is clearly seen X, = 0.4 mm. The structure is both on the outer and inner
walls of the channel.

3 Thin structure of anomalous erosion

In the previous section the period of structure was defined and here the form ofgrooves is considered.
First let's find the angle of groove inclination to the axis "z". The front of perturbationis defined by the ratio

ot - kz z-kp =const.

Therefore perturbation distributes on the surface (z, q) at the angle a to the axis z,equal a = arctg kz/ k, (Fig. 2), or a = arctg r, /1. For typical r, = 1 mm, I = 1...1.5 cm will
be a z 15', which coordinates well with experiment.
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Here there is an explanation of the so called "saps" and "swirl" of erosive structure
which is mainly observed on the butt-end of discharge chamber. The amount of azimuth
component of.wave vector k, is inversely proportional to the drift velocity V,°, which
increases at the poles of magnetic system due to drift, because of heterogeneous magnetic
field (2), i.e.

B I
c[E + T /(eLm)]

The estimation of additional drift velocity, appearing in heterogeneous magnetic field
to the drift velocity in the crossed fields E, B gives V, / V° - 0.04/Lm , where Lm is in cm.
That means that as the material removes from the chamber walls due to ion dispersion, the
distance to the magnetic pole will decrease and drift velocity will increase (due to increase of
gradient of magnetic field), accordingly, k, will decrease and the angle of grooves
inclination to the longitudinal axis will increase, i.e. the so called "swirl" of erosive grooves
will take place.

Notable, that the direction of "swirl" on the outer and inner butt-end surfaces of the
chamber, must be to the direction to drift of electrons, that is in the experiment

This effect explains the "saps", i.e. the availability of grooves inclination to the normal
of wall surface.

As, reaching to the magnetic poles, the angle of inclination of spatial structure to the
longitudinal axis increases, which causes the initiation of "saps".

Conclusion

The mechanism of anomalous erosion of ACD channel walls caused by the plasmaflow is submitted and the theory of spatial structures in the partially magnetized plasma is
developed.

The suggested mechanism of anomalous erosion of ACD channel walls allows
explanation of the following experimental results:

- the structure occurs in the vicinity of the discharge chamber exit (also on the face
surface of accelerator) where there are crossed electric and magnetic fields;

- the azimuth spatial period of structure X, a 1 mm (the theory gives 0.4 < , < 3
mm);

- as the accelerator operation time increases, the spatial period can increase due to
change of the discharge chamber geometry (because of the process of usual sputtering);

- the angle of erosion grooves inclination to the accelerator longitudinal axis is 15...200
(the theory gives - 150);

- initiation of grooves inclined to the normal to the surface (the so called "sap") and
also a gradual increase of the angle of grooves inclination to the accelerator longitudinal
axis as the wall material is ablated.

The performed investigations offer possibility:
- to describe and predict the ACD discharge chamber wall wear accurately, which is

extremely important for development of accelerated methods for engine testing;
- to develop methods eliminating this type of erosion, thus increasing lifetime of ACD

being created.
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